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OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS/USER MANUAL
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Please obey this regulation !

1.SPECIFICATIONS

1.Power Input: AC(0V-110V-220V)50/60HZ + 20%
2.Signal Input: Standard ENCODER A B Phase Signal (DC 12V).
3.The With standing Pressure of The Out Put Panel Point Of The Relay: AC (250V-3A).
4.Safety Limit Switch: When using this control unit, the stroke safety limit switch must be adopted. Please
use NC, C in the electromagnetism on-off return circuit to protect automatically, or cascade with the relay
R1, R2 of this control unit. (Serious Warning) To make sure the safety of people and machinery operation,
the safety limit switch must be equipped.
5.The electricians and operators have to pay their attention not to make any change personally on the above
mentioned 4 points(without the agreement of our technicians) otherwise, the control unit is possible to be
ensure the safety of people, please caution.

2.CHARACTERISTICS
1.The Micro-Computer Single Chip is adopted in this machine. The
stability and safety can be assured under long time tunning.
2.Even though the power voltage is different or the drive construction is
worn out day by day and the change of return circuit can effect
completely the function of dimension clamping.
3.The Parameter of this machine can be set.
4.The Magnification can be set.
5.This machine can display 3 different units of dimensions, mm, INCH,
and can be transited immediately.
6.The thickness Data can be set.
7.The figures under Decimal Point can be set separately.
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3.PANEL DISPLAY AND DESCRIPTION OF
BUTTON FUNCTIONS
Running
Instruction light

SPEED Instruction

Input Instruction
Light
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Light
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Data Display
Panel
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SET, UNIT, -,+
,START, STOP
are function
buttons

0,1,2,3,4,5
6,7,8,9, are
figure buttons
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Button C
for clear
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Decimal
Point
button

1.Figure button are from 0 to 9
2.Button C is for clear.
3..is a button for setting the digits at right side of Decimal
Point.
4.SET is a button for setting data.
5.UNIT is button for transiting dimension units.
6.-is for manual operation to increase the figure.
7.+is for manual operation to increase the figure.
8.START is button to start.
9.STOP is a button to stop and stop all operations
meanwhile.

4.DESCROPTION OF RELAY FUNCTION
Diagram 3
R7, Collinear Point

Relay R7,NO Junction

Relay R6,NO Junction

R5,R6,Collinear Point

Relay R5,NO Junction

Relay R4,NO Junction

R3,R4,Collinear Point

Relay R3,NO Junction

Relay R2,NO JUnction

R1,R2,Collinear Point

Relay R1,NO Junction
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1.R1 means dimension increasing.
2.R2 means dimension decreasing.
3.R3 means at high speed.
4.R4 means at low speed.
5.R5 means under running.
6.R6 means job finished.
7.R7 means braking.
PS: The numbers and function of the Relay will be
changed when the machine model is different.

5.Operating Instruction For Correcting Data
1.In accordance with the dimension of the actual material, press (SET) button and(0.)will shown on the
display. Use correct figures and press (0 to 9) buttons, then press button (SET) for 2-3 seconds. The display
will start to flash and then stop flashing. Finally the figures input formerly will be shown and complete
correcting data. If the time for pressing the button (SET) or input incorrect figures, that means the previous
input is ineffective. Please operate again. PS: When correcting existing data, the buttons (C),(.),(STOP) can
be operated at the same time. Please refer to the diagram 4,5&6. If the current figure shown on the control
unit is 200.0 and the correct one in 100.0, the steps to operate are as the following diagrams demonstrated.
Diagram 4
Step 3:
Current figure
Press button (1).
shown is 200.0
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Step 4:
Press button (0)
twice.

Step 1:
press button (SET).
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Step 2:
Take your finger away
from the button (SET),
then(0) only is shown on
the display.
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Step 5:
Press button (SET)
for 2-3 seconds and
take your finger
away. The figure
100.0 is shown on
the display. Now,
the correcting
existing data is
completed.
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6.DESCRIPTION OF SETTING 10th DIGIT
1.If the dimension of the actual material is 100.2, when changing, press button (SET) and (0.) will shown on
the display. Use correct figures and press 100 and button (.). After the decimal point on the display start to
flash, press button (2) and then press button (SET) for 2-3 seconds. The figure 100.2 will be shown on the
display and input is completed. If the time for pressing the button (SET) or input incorrect figures, that
means the previous input is ineffective. Please operate again. PS: The decimal point and the buttons (C),(.)
,(STOP) can be operated at the same time. Please refer to the diagram 5&6. If the current figure shown on
the figure to replace is 100.2, the steps to operate are as the following diagrams demon started.
Diagram 5
Step 4:
Press button (0)
twice.

Step 1:
press button (SET).
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Step 5:
Press button(.)
and the decimal
point starts to
flash.

Step 2:
Take your finger
away from the button
(SET), then(0.)only
is shown on the
display.
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Step 6:
Press button (2).

Step 3:
Press button (1).
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Step 7:
Press button (SET)
for 2-3 seconds and
take your finger
away. The figure
100.2 is shown on
the display. Now, the
correcting existing
data is completed.
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PS: Decimal point setting and correcting
existing data can be operated at the
same time.

Diagram 6
PS: If button(STOP)
is pressed during the
procedure of operating,
all above operating steps
will be seotped and return
to the original condition.

PS: During the
procedure of
operation, press
button (SET), the
display is to be
bleared and the
figure 0. is shown
on it.
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7.DIMENSION UNIT SELECTING AND
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
1.The user can choose INCH, mm or Feed Speed in accordance with their common use. This control unit can
transit the dimension units swiftly by pressing button (UNIT).
2.If the current dimension unit shown is (mm), the instruction light will switch toward left by pressing
button (UNIT) when transiting the dimension unit. Users can choose their own common used dimension
units. The instruction lights switch in left cycle way as the diagrams shown.
Diagram 7
The current dimension unti shown is (mm)
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The current dimension unit shown is (INCH).
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The display shows
automatically a new figure
on basis of INCH unit.
Step 1:
Press button (UNIT).
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The current dimension unit shown is (

ÝT

)

The display shows automatically a
new figure on basis of SPEED unit.
Step 2:
Press button (UNIT) again.
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8.DESCRIPTION OF MANUAL OPERATING(+),(-)
1.Press button (+), the figure shown on the display will increase automatically at highest speed.
2.Press button (-), the figure shown on the display will decrease automatically at highest speed.
PS: The speed of increasing or decreasing the figures depends on the speed of machine running.
Diagram 8
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After pressing button(+), the instruction
light of INPUT and RUN will become
illuminated at the same time.

The figure shown on the display
is increasing at high speed.
Press button(+)and continue to
press.
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The current figure shown on the
display is 100.0. Please refer
to the following sketch for the
change of pressing button(+)or(-)
After pressing button(-),the instruction lights of INPUT
and RUN will become illuminated at the
ÝT
same time.
The figure shown on the display is decreasing
at high speed.
Press button(-)and continue to press.
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9.DESCRIPTION OF AUTOMATIC START
OPERATING
1.If the figure shown on this control unit is 100.0 and we need to increase it to 200.0 press button (SET)
first, the display will show 0. Then input the new figure we want to increase to and finally press button
(START). Please note, to input the 10th digit, press button(.)should be pressed prior to (START). After
inputting the 10th digit, press button (START) to complete it.
PS: During operating of INPUT or START, if the button (STOP) is pressed, this control unit will stop
running immediately and go back to the condition of repose.
Diagram 9
Step 3:
press button (0) twice,
the display will show
200.

The current figure
shown to the display
is 100.0
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Press button (START), the instruction
light of RUN becomes
illuminated and the
instruction light of INPUT.

The instruction light to INPUT becomes
illuminated after pressing
button (SET)
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Step 4:
Press button (START) again.
This control unit starts to run
and the figure on the figure
on the display changes back
to 100.0 and start to increase.

Step 1:
press button (SET),
the display will
show 0.
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Step 2:
press button (2),
the display will
show 2
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PS: If it's necessary to input
10th digit, please press
button (.) prior to (START).
After inputting the 10th digit,
press button (START) to
complete it. The procedure to
input the decimal, please
refer to the step 5&6 of
Diagram 5.

In order not to cause any danger by the
wrong dimension of machinery operation,
except electricians, it's prohibited to
operate or make any change
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10.DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER
CALCULATION AND SETTING
1.Parameter, in accordance with each signal of ENCODER, stands for actual dimension. To input suitable unit
parameter, the dimension unit must be mm and not more than 0.1 mm.
2.The calculation is shown as the followings:
Exp.1. 10.0 mm screw stick, use 200 P/R ENCODER 10/20=0.05mm, the parameter input should be(500000).
Exp.2. 1 INCH=6 pitches, use 50 P/R ENCODER 25.4/6/50=0.08466666mm, the parameter input should be
(846666).
Exp.3. 6 mm 1 pitch, use 60 P/R ENCODER 6/60=0.1mm, the parameter input should be (000000).
3.Input the calculated parameter to this control unit the parameter can be set only one time when making
assembly. The setting method is to turn off the power switch, then press button (SET) and turn on the
power switch meanwhile. After the figure on the display starts to flash, the calculated parameter can be
input at this time. Exp.:The parameter is 000000, press button (0) sit times and then press the button (S
ET). Please continues to press the button (SET) until the display stops flashing.
Diagram 10

Step 4:
Take your finger
away, then the
parameter can be
input.

The display shows 100.0
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The parameter shown
on the display is
00000.0
Step 5:
For instance, the
parameter is(0000
0.0), please press
button(0)six times.

Step 1:
Turn off the power switch
and the figure on the display
will disappear.
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The figure shown on
the display is 100.0

Step 2:
Press button (SET) and
continue to press.
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Step 3:
Turn on the power switch,
the display starts to flash.

Step 6:
Press button (SET)
and continue to
press until the
display stops flashing
and shows the figure
before the power
switch was turned
off. Then take your
finger away, the
input of the parameter
is completed.

In order not to cause any danger by the
wrong dimension of machinery operation,
except electricians, it's prohibited to
operate or make any change
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11.DESCRIPTION OF MAGNIFICATION SETTING
1.This control unit can multiply the numbers of ENCODER'S signal one, two or four times to increase the
resolution.
2.The function of X1, X2 and X4 can be selected by moving the switch on the rear of this control unit.
3.To adopt this function, the power switch has to be turned off and then choose the required magnification.
Turn on the power switch. The operation is completed accordingly.
Diagram 11
Move up the switch to X2
Move down the switch to X4
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12.FAULT SITUATION AND TROUBLE-GHOTING
Fault Situation Search For Failure

Trouble-Shooting

1.Check if the electric
pressure of the power 220V
or AC110V is normal.

Please re-input correct electric
pressure

2.Check if the fuse is burnt
out and fused to be broken.

Replace a new 1A fuse.

1.The display fails
to show figures.

3.If the above two point are
checked to be normal, that
means this control unit is
out of order.

Send back to the supplier for repair.

Correct dimension of the control unit
1.The figures shown ane
in accordance with the actual dimension.
incorrect.
2.The display does 2.The parameter is
Calculate correct parameter and input again.
show, but the
incorrect.
figures are
3.After finishing point 1 &
If it's still abnormal, please send back to the
2, turn off the power and
abnormal.
supplier for repair.
turn on again.
1.If the proximity switch is
used and under normal
If the instruction lights fail to be
induction, the instruction
light of the induction
illuminated, please change the
3.The display does
switch will be illuminated
proximity switch.
show figures, but or put out in accordance
the table moves up or
when the up-down with
down.
motor operates, 2.If the distance between the Adjuse the distance between the
the figure fails to induction unit and
induction unit and induction sheet to
induction sheet is more
change in
be less than 1 mm.
than 1 mm.

accordance with
the change of the
machine's
dimension.

4.Travel dimension
is incorrect.

3.If ENCODER is used, check if
If the axle connector of ENCODER and the table got off or
ENCODER runs in accordance
damaged, please replace a new one or have it repaired.
with the table moves up or down
.
4.Check if phase A. B is with the
change of DC12V and 0V, please
measure with Watt-hour meter.
If the correction is made at 30mm
, but the dimension at 150mm isn't
complied with the scale, but back
to 30mm, the dimension is
complied with the scale.

If there is no change on phase A. B,
please replace ENCODER.
The parameter of the control unit
isn't complied with the table, please
correct the parameter.

5.The display only The digit reader is Replace correct dimension data
dot is lighting.
reference Ch.6.
"minus" range.

FAULT SITUATION AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING
FAULT SITUATION

SEARCH FOR
FAILURE

TROUBLE-SHOOTING
Please make sure
power voltage.

Check if the electric
pressure of the power AC
220v or ac 110v is normal.

the display fails to
show figures.

CHECK IF THE FUSE IS BURNT OUT
AND FUSED TO BE BROKEN

Ps. Please input correct power voltage user have to Make sure this
controller if the power voltage of The power AC 110v or AC 220v.

Tarn on fuse
set check if
the fuse is
burnt out
and fused to
be broken.

1A

Please make sure
that terminal (1)
and terminal (2)
have the voltage
AC 110v or terminal
and terminal (3)
have the voltage
AC 220v.

Different dimension , the power
voltage will follow that.

Check input power line normal follow next page.
Check input power line abnormal please inform to the
supplier.

Dimension 20 mm
fuse (1A).

1A

AC220V

1A

AC110V

When the fuse 1a is burnt out please renew 1A by yourself.
When the fuse 1a never broken please send back to the supplier
for repair.

Ps. To renew fuse's dimension, dimension
standard equal 1A.

FAULT SITUATION
The figures show on can't
match with the actual
dimension.

SEARCH FOR
FAILURE
1.correct dimension of the control
unit if it is mistake
2.To make sure the parameter.
3.Check if the sensor under
normal induction.
4.To make sure magnification
selecting switch.

The display does show
figures when the up, down
motor operates the figure fail
to change in accordance with
the change of machine's
dimension

1mm

OUT
OUT

0V

OUT 100mA

+12 - 24VDC
R

W
B
0V

OUT 100mA

+12 - 24VDC
R

PL-4N E2

2.
PL-4N E2

Induction
sheet

W
B

2.Paramtre data will go to change when the drive construction is different
than before please to reach consignee they will show you instruction
handbook (teach you how to calculate correct parameter data and enter
formula) Function will follow kinds of controller and has difference.
3.Please ask machine consignee about sensor setting and sensor style.

1.
F.T.C. F.T.C.

1.please make sure the actual dimension
and after re-enter correct data.

Couple
linker

B. Encoder

OUT
OUT

0V

OUT 100mA

+12 - 24VDC

PL-4N E2

R

Check if ENCODER runs in accordance with
the table moves up or down or convey link's
screw has loose.

W
B
0V

OUT 100mA

+12 - 24VDC
R

PL-4N E2

3.

V+

0V

A

B

V+

0V

A

W
B

F.T.C. F.T.C.

1.If the distance between the induction
unit and induction sheet isn't more or
less than 1mm.
2.If ENCODER is used check if encoder
nuns in accordance with the table
moves up or down.
3.Check if phase A , B is with the change
of DC 12V and 0V please measure with
watt-hour meter.

How to trouble-shooting

How to trouble-shooting

A. Proximity switch

SEARCH FOR
FAILURE

FAULT SITUATION

b. If Encoder is used the red LED
a. The proximity switch is used and
will be illuminated or put out in
under normal induction the red LED
accordance with the table moves
will be illuminated or put out in
up or down, If red LED fail to
accordance with the table moves up
or down if red LED fail to be unusual be unusual illuminated means
Encoder isn't good or couple
illuminated means proximity isn't
loose.
good .

DC
12V

DC0V or
DC12V

DC 0V or DC
12V

B

Check if phase A , B is with the change of DC 12V and 0V
please measure with DC voltage meter.

SEARCH FOR
FAILURE

FAULT SITUATION
Enter current dimension
and put start key on but
the up-down motor
operates can't runs.

FAULT SITUATION

1.Check if R1 and R2 connector-line are
got off or cat off.
2.Please measure with meter check if R1
and R2 have output act.
3.Check if upper and down limits witch
have working or damaged.
4.Check if (R1 , R2) magnetic switch is
got off or damaged.

Put (stop) key on, but
the up-down motor
operates still moves.

M
AC 220V

Upper limit switch

Down limit switch

1.Please measure with meter turn
off power check if R1 and R2
connect point are short.
2.Check if hand-mover upper and
down key are damaged.
3.Turn off power check if (R1 ,
R2) magnetic switch are
damaged.

1.Please measure with meter turn off
power check if R1 and R2 connect
point are short.

AC 0V
M

SEARCH FOR
FAILURE

1.Check if R1 and R2 connector-line
are got off or cut off

Turn off power take off terminal 12,13,14 and measure with
watt-hour meter If terminal 12,13 and terminal 13,14 are short or
crush situation IF yes please send back to the supplier for repair.
2.Please measure with meter check if hand-moved upper and
down key are damaged.
3.If check N0.1 is normal and never damaged please inform
mechanic factory for repair.

Ps. Only reference above picture please ask mechanic factory's
technicians about circuit details.
If R1 work two point to be short.
If R2 work tow point to be
short.
2. Please measure with
watt-hour meter check
if R1 and R2 have output
act.

FAULT SITUATION
Digit position controller is running
or static the display does show off
or controller can't operates input
section and display data jump
about wildly.

SEARCH FOR
FAILURE
1.Turn off power after turn on
power again and going work.

1. As above situation down please send back to the supplier for repair right
away.
AC 0V
M
AC 220V

Upper
limit
switch

M

Down
limit
switch

3. a. Check if upper and down
limit switch hare working or
damaged.
b. Check if (M1 , M2) magnetic
switch connect point is normal.

Running show off

static show off

Display data is usstable.
When display still show
on but key can't operates.
PS. NO.4 please ask machine factory technicians
about inspection and place setting because
machine style follow installation going different.

Ps. As above picture will follow machine's style and going
change.

